
A new culture of sustainable 

compliments with green cards 
 

 

It is often everyday situations and incidents in which others behave in an environmentally 

friendly, committed, courageous or future-oriented: At school, during leisure time, in the 

neighborhood, in the restaurant, at work, while traveling, everywhere. 

    

 

• The saleswoman explains the fair trade origin of the T-shirt and why it is therefore a 

little more expensive. 

•  In the park, a Turkish family stows all the trash from a happy picnic in the bags they 

brought along with them. 

• On the train, a fellow passenger is mobbed for no reason, a young woman says 

"stop" and intervenes. 

• In a remote Bike & Bed hostel, an ecological breakfast is served: two small bowls of 

jam (homemade), eggs and tomatoes from the neighborhood, just right, no giant 

buffet, without any packaging, a roll to go is allowed. 

• A bus driver is particularly attentive, ecological and helpful, lets on the bus lane a 

cyclist patiently ahead. 

We see this and think gosh, everyone respect. With the GreenCard, this recognition can now 

be expressed clearly and sustainably. Even if it seems to be a matter of should be self-

evident and sometimes a thing was only done really well. 

You briefly check which of the seven phrases fits best, then pull the green card out of your 

pocket, then pulls the green card out of your pocket, perhaps writing the reason for the 

recognition on the back and from whom it comes.The surprising award is ready. 

The GreenCard package consists of different cards und phrases: "Sustainable. Highly 

consistent.", " Excellent. Sustainable." "Well done.", "Very fair.", "Thought with the future in 

mind.", "Serious commitment.". 

Awarding sustainable everyday actions with the "Green Card”. 

   A personal award by… 



Some  situations of sustainable acting in everyday life, you can give the Card. 

It is often small situations in everyday life, at school, at work at school, at work, in your free time, on 

the train, etc. in which sustainable, environmentally friendly, future-oriented, committed and 

courageous action can be observed. 

• A saleswoman explains the origin of a T-shirt and why it is "fair traded" and comparatively 

expensive is comparatively expensive, 

• In the park, a family takes all the trash from the picnic back home and doesn't dump it in the 

public trash bin and does not dump it in the public wastebasket, 

• On the train, fellow passengers are mobbed for no reason, a young woman says "stop" and 

stands and gets in the way, 

• A passerby cares for a helpless elderly gentleman, 

• A bus driver is particularly attentive, polite and helpful, his driving style was recognizably  

defensive and ecological, at the final stop he noticed a shopping bag in the upper deck and 

called out to the passengers, although they were already more than 30 away were. 

• In a forest restaurant in Oranienburg we meet cyclists who have a 5-day ride from the Baltic 

Sea behind itself and had spent the night in tents brought along, 

• During a three-week vacation, the daily newspaper was reordered  to jail, 

• In a remote Bike and Bed hostel an ecological breakfast is served: two little bowls of jam 

(homemade), eggs and tomatoes from the neighborhood, just right, no huge buffet - without 

any packaging, loving, friendly, perfect, 

• The honorary chairman of the Federal Association Solar Mobility gives a lecture about 

electric mobility in tourism, as an integral part of urban transport concepts at the Rostock 

streetcars, 

• The owner of a Kreuzberg bakery gives a presentation on how sustainably she trains her 

apprentices, 

• The deep and convincing commitment of a colleague from the field of globallearning 

becomes evident in a lecture, 

• The leader/moderator of a panel of experts on the topic of globalization ties in thevarious 

aspects of global learning and ESD very well, 

• The leader of the network of good building solutions for the balanced compilation of the 

presentations of different actors from the education and training sector, 

• A journalist of the newspaper gets the recognition for a report about a sustainability event at 

the Solar Center 

• The city guide in Miltenberg gets the recognition for a social and sustainable and 

multicultural aspects of the city, 

• The chairman of a sports club  receives an award for sustainable club leadership and the 

great commitment in the context of a interdisciplinary sports festival, 

• A backpack with all valuables, cell phone etc. falls from the luggage carrier of the bicycle, the 

cyclist does not notice the loss until she arrives at her friend's house. A young man observed 

the incident, took the backpack and reported on the answering machine of the domestic 

telephone number. The handover took place the next day, very fair. 

• The project manager of a women's education center for renewable energy reports about a 

illustrative concept for water conservation . 

• A young man advertises for BUND in the pedestrian zone and gives two tulips to the passers-

by he addresses, two tulip bulbs, super commitment, 

• A heating engineer explains to the customer the ecological and economical purpose 

• of a solar-assisted new heating system   



• I meet a good neighbor in front of the glass container, as he - coming by bike, bottles 

separated into green, white and brown, 

• At the open day in the Märkisches Museum, there is an educational vehicle in the courtyard 

of the city cleaning, whereby a street sweeper makes leaf sweeping games with the children 

- and this time without deafening puffers, 

• The head of the training workshop has taken a sustained interest in the expansion of the 

BücherboXX and voluntarily carried out additional repair work with the trainees. 

• Students of the Gottfried Keller Gymnasium organized the commemoration of Nov. 9, 2011at 

the memorial track 17. As a representative, the presenter (11th grade) received the 

GreenCard "Super Engagement". 

• In the S-Bahn: an older lady explains to a young woman sitting opposite her, who has a cell 

phone hanging over her chest, about the proven danger of radiation, when a cell phone is 

worn so close to the body. An insightful conversation develops. The woman who intervenes 

receives from me - I am sitting next to her - the card "Thought of the Future  I'm sitting next 

to her - and is delighted. 

• The voluntary caretakers of the BücherboXX, who meet to exchange their experiences, 

receive a card of appreciation for their sustainable and far-sighted, communicative and 

committed to the "Sustainable BücherboXX" care. 
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